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1. Introduction 

This report has been prepared by Incomes Data Research (IDR) and, as requested, it provides 

market salary data for the following role(s):  

• Head of Cyber Security 

 

2. Market salary data 

This section presents the market salary data. We aim to provide a minimum of three sources 

of information for each job to enable ‘triangulation’ of the results, and thereby provide the 

widest possible assessment of the market for this role.  

 

2.1. Market data 

The tables in the following sections provide the aggregate market salary for a full-time Head 

of Cyber Security. 

 

 

2.1.1. Recruitment data 

The data in this section is based on analysis of recruitment salaries for a similar role(s). It is a 

guide to starting pay for these roles, and in some cases also provides a guide to the maximum 

that might be achieved. 

 

Digital Technology, Cyber Security, Yorkshire and the Humber 

Job role Range £pa Typical £pa 

IT Security Manager 45,000-70,000 60,000 

Source: Hays Salary and Recruiting Trends 2020. 

  



 
 

 

 

2.1.2. NHS data 

In this section we provide information on the salary range for the pay band likely to cover 

comparator jobs in the NHS. The NHS, with 1.2m staff, is the largest employer in the UK and as 

such plays a key role in influencing the market for many non-medical roles, particularly in 

education, given the links between parts of higher education and the NHS. 

 

Head of Cyber Security in the NHS are typically employed at an 8c and the current salary range 

is between £63,751 and £73,664 a year outside of London and high-cost areas in the South 

East/South.  

 

Roles based in high-cost areas qualify for the following supplements: 

• Inner London – 20% of basic salary, subject to a minimum payment of £4,474 and a 

maximum payment of £6,892; 

• Outer London – 15% of basic salary, subject to a minimum payment of £3,786 and a 

maximum payment of £4,824; 

• Fringe – 5% of basic salary, subject to a minimum payment of £1,037 and a maximum 

payment of £1,793. 

  



 
 

 

2.1.3. IDR data 

The following tables contain data from IDR Pay Benchmarker, our online database of salary 

information. This data has been collected by IDR directly from employers through surveys and 

bespoke data collection for the IDR Pay Benchmarker service. 1 

 

After assessing the role, we feel that the position sits between a level 8 and a low 9. 

 

Cyber Security Manager, public sector, job levels 8 and 9 

Job level Company 

count 

Lower 

quartile 

Median Upper 

quartile 

Average 

Level 8 13 £52,500 £54,380 £56,308 £54,553 

Level 9 5 - £73,904 - £77,859 

Source: IDR Pay Benchmarker. 

 

  

 
1 Refers to the IDR Job Level. These typically cover the following types of roles: 1 and 2, admin, 

support and manual roles; 3 and 4, secretarial and craft roles; 5 and 6, vocational and supervisory; 7 

and 8, professional and managerial; 9, senior management; 10a and 10b, directors; 11, senior 

directors/chief executives. 



 
 

 

3. Job advertisements 

This section details current comparable vacancies from our database of advertised positions. 

 

3.1. Data and summary 

 

Head of Cyber Security– advertised positions summary 

 Minimum Maximum 

Average £66,820 £77,066 

 

Head of Cyber Security - job advertisements 

Ref ID Organisation Job title Min Max 

IDR48 NHS National Services 

Scotland 

Head of Information and Cyber 

Security 

£86,611 £90,532 

IDR62 Department for Work 

and Pensions 

Lead Infrastructure Engineer - 

Security Operations 

£60,740 £87,409 

IDR63 Cabinet Office Grade 7 - Cyber Incident 

Management Lead 

£54,700 £60,635 

IDR64 Financial services 

company 

Cyber Security Manager £80,000 £85,000 

IDR65 Home Office Lead Information Security Manager £52,051 £61,754 

 

3.2. Job advertisements 

The following pages present the job advertisements for the above vacancies.  











Lead Infrastructure Engineer and Senior Infrastructure Engineer - Secu... https://www.civilservicejobs.service.gov.uk/csr/index.cgi?SID=b3duZ...
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< (/job/cyber-security-manager/crimson-ltd-job92222293?PreviousOrNext=previous)

> (/job/technical-delivery-manager/deerfoot-it-resources-ltd-job92226266?PreviousOrNext=next)

< Back to search results (/jobs/cyber-security-manager#92206406)

Cyber Security Manager - Reading -£80K-£85K
(/jobs-

at/opus-

recruitment-

solutions

/jobs)

£80000 - £85000 per annum, Benefits 25 days holiday, good pension, pri

Opus Recruitment Solutions Ltd (/jobs-at/opus-recruitment-solutions/jobs)

Permanent

Posted 3 days ago

Reading (/jobs/in-reading), Berkshire (/jobs/in-berkshire)

Show my commute time

Check your FitScore ()

Send Save

Cyber Security Manager - Reading -£80K-£85K

Would you like to join a financial services client that are looking to hire a Cyber Security Manager as part of their cyber expansion?

Reporting to the Head of Engineering, this role has been created to engender a security first mindset across all technical teams, therefore this

role has a far and wide scope.

The successful Cyber Security Manager shall have a good understanding of modern development techniques and will be competent to

undertake code reviews as well as communicating amongst the engineering team and to C-level.

As the successul Cyber Security Manager you'll be required to carry out the following responsibilities:

• Define and implement policies related to on boarding and managing clients and systems, e.g. key creation & exchange, certificates

• Create and maintain application security policies and practices

• Identify and implement appropriate tools within the deployment pipeline

• Ensure compliance across PCI-DSS, GDPR and other agreed standards through internal and external audits

• Oversight of Audit activities.

• Create and foster a Community of Practice

• Work with architecture, software and QA engineering to improve and promote the adoption of security best practices

You'll have the following experience:

• Software security practices across design and code - such as OWASP

• Cloud infrastructure security - AWS Amazon Web Services

• PCI, GDPR and ISO27001 standards

• Pen testing / ethical hacking

• Payment processing, financial services sectors

• Embedding controls within a DevSecOps environment

This company have a great benefits package, including, but not limited to; 25 days holiday (increasing with length of service), annual bonus

and private healthcare.

My client is reviewing C.Vs this week, and I have interview availability over the next 2 weeks, to be considered please get in touch.

Rory Dare -

Cyber Security Manager - Reading -£80K-£85K

Send Save

Cyber security manager in Reading, Berkshire | Opus Recruitment Solu... https://www.cwjobs.co.uk/job/cyber-security-manager/opus-recruitmen...

1 of 3 26/03/2021, 09:08



< (/job/information-security-manager/hays-information-technology-job92235824?PreviousOrNext=previous)

> (/job/information-security-manager/sanderson-job92185306?PreviousOrNext=next)

< Back to search results (/jobs/cyber-security-manager#92235742)

(/jobs-

at/ebury

/jobs)

Lead Information Security Manager

£52051.00 - £57254.00 per annum + potential of RRA up to £4,500

Hays Information Technology (/jobs-at/ebury/jobs)

Permanent

Today

Salford (/jobs/in-salford), Greater Manchester (/jobs/in-greater-manchester), M5 3LZ

Show my commute time

Check your FitScore ()

Send Save

Lead Information Security Manager - Home Office - Manchester - Excellent Opportunity work work in the OCISO

Do you thrive on the challenges of protecting an organisation from Cyber threats? Would you like a new challenge where you will be performing

a key role within the OCISO function of the Home Office to protect the organisation from Cyber threats?

Why this role is important

This is an excellent opportunity for an experienced Lead Information Security Manager to work for the OCISO at the Home Office where you

will play a key part in protecting the Home Office against Cyber threats.

As the Lead Information Security Manager you will oversee the development of security, risk management and compliance procedures. This

will include the investigation of major breaches of security and the development of information security policies and procedures.

Job Responsibilities

You will work closely with a number of senior stakeholders across Home Office providing SME advice to IT projects that need information

security support and ensure that cyber security investment is properly targeted.

The Lead Information Security Manager will act as an advisor to the auditing regime of critical national infrastructure services and ensure all

access to data held on national systems is conducted in accordance with policies and procedures.

With excellent communication skills and a sound knowledge of Cyber Security, you will be responsible for acting as the escalation point for any

issues arising and will communicate the outcomes to senior stakeholders ensuring that all risks are identified, understood and managed.

We will see that the Lead Information Security Manager holds:

working in line with best practice principles for information security and risk management

absorbing potentially large amounts of conflicting information and using it to produce recommendations and solutions, leveraging

analysis to enhance business performance

building effective relationships with senior stakeholders in order to raise awareness of the importance of security issues, as well as

communicating the outcome of audits and investigations sensitively

ensuring that all suppliers carry out processes to ITIL standards, or those that are defined by DDaT, managing them to SLAs

where they are in place

understanding how your current work fits into broader DDaT contexts and strategies so that deeper underlying problems and

opportunities can be addressed and managed appropriately

Certifications in CISSP, CiSMP, NCSC or ISEB Practitioner Certificate in Information Risk Management is also highly desirable.

As an employer of choice, the Home Office offers an extensive benefits package including:

Salary - £52,051 - £57,254 *Candidates that provide an exceptional demonstration of the necessary skills and experience may be

subject to receiving a Recruitment & Retention Allowance of up to £4500

Outstanding pension scheme

Information security manager in Salford, Greater Manchester | Hays In... https://www.cwjobs.co.uk/job/information-security-manager/hays-inf...

1 of 4 26/03/2021, 09:12


